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[1647]. $n$ [1002]. $r$ [571]. $\rho$ [432].

-approximate [1221, 184]. -automorphism
[249]. -cliques [571]. -core [815, 1712, 1453].
-DB [1088]. -grams [1002]. -graph [1647].
-means [624, 1691]. -nearest [1493, 1692].
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-ranks [1070]. -regret [1035, 1443]. -tree
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2.0 [126, 1158]. 2014 [1187]. 2X [1506].

3X [54, 362].

6 [1128].

7 [1199, 1275].

864 [1199].

A* [426]. A*-tree [426]. A/B [860]. aborts
[1494]. abstract [1388]. abyss [1584, 1239].
Accelerating [1572, 701, 698].
anywhere [941]. Apache [1290, 1363]. APIs [317, 1626]. application
[607, 720, 887, 725, 1489]. applications
[1163, 695, 923, 167, 368, 128, 1081, 46, 1046, 729, 748, 1406, 884, 1345, 1417, 155, 273, 481, 751, 17, 1197]. applied [1479]. approach
[1737, 1376, 1092, 987, 440, 1054, 901, 344, 995, 197, 982, 1151, 828, 880, 287, 602, 873, 81, 578, 348, 1375, 1004, 1276, 1706, 401, 604, 212, 1257, 1448, 884, 484, 90, 1422, 1550, 772, 525, 1108, 1356, 1342, 618, 1016]. approaches [310, 383]. Approximate
[1067]. arbitrage-free [1067]. arbitrary
[943, 450, 1641]. arc [1639]. ArchimedesOne [1576]. architectural
[1330, 925, 1657, 636, 1528]. arrays [426]. Artemis [304]. artifacts [483]. ASAP
[1742]. ask [697, 535]. aspects [147]. assessing [1003]. assignment
[1383, 1740, 258]. assignments [224]. assisted [1154, 1541, 535]. Association
[1349, 907, 795, 584]. associations
[266, 461]. Aster [1128]. ASTERIX [739]. AsterixDB [1607, 1210, 1076]. asymmetric
[1161]. asymptotic [1739]. Asynchronous
[1473, 1353, 1303, 1711, 866, 1090]. ATHENA [1553]. attack [99]. attacks
[433]. attention [1742]. Attraction [1015]. attractive [586]. Attribute
[1707, 611]. Attribute-driven [1707]. attribute-structure
[611]. attributed
[1555, 611]. attributes [221, 605, 85]. attributing [437]. audit [267]. AuditGuard [137]. auditing
[572, 805, 137]. Auditor [505]. augmentation [194]. authenticated
[649, 1285]. Authenticating [1006, 14]. authentication [823]. Auto
[215, 1521, 514, 810, 1587]. AutoG [1587]. Automated
[58, 495, 1596, 1144, 464, 1379, 466]. Automatic
[695, 531, 949, 545, 392, 1701, 1044, 1411, 997, 612]. automatically
[525, 1150]. automaton [168]. automorphism [249]. availability [694]. available
[1237, 1015]. avoiding [976]. aware
[483]. axiomatization [1688]. AXML [483]. AZDBLab [1165]. Azure [1365]. B
[986, 50, 1288, 596, 646, 447]. B-tree
[50, 447, 646]. B-trees [986]. back
[1432, 1118]. bad [252]. balancing
[1376, 1622]. bandwidth [1622]. barrierless [1303]. BART [1455]. base
[872, 1605, 1333, 1400, 40, 1202]. based
[1185, 515]. causes [1290]. CDAS [659].
cells [692]. center [1069]. centers [100, 53].
centrality [1456]. centric
[1390, 775, 1346, 1499]. centroid [623].
CEP [306]. Certain [1032, 355, 1317].
chaining [1473]. chains [1190, 409]
challenge [100]. Challenges
[777, 716, 158, 146, 770, 1079, 1186, 1614, 1041, 720, 1616].
change [1345, 866, 110]. changes [969].
Changing [1122, 1603]. channel [16].
characteristics [771]. characterizing
[1579]. charging [205]. Chase
[348, 1485, 1207, 251]. chasing [1209].
Cheap [1538]. checking [1485, 31, 1053].
checkpoint [275]. cheetah [386, 469]. chi
[660]. chi-square [660]. Chimera [1139].
chip [202]. Chronos [766]. circle [1118].
CLAMShell [1483]. Clash [1444]. Class
[234, 626]. Class-based [234].
classification [873, 538, 89, 1139]. classifier
[1130]. classifiers [268]. Clay [1665]. clean
[738]. Cleaning [60, 1511, 1480, 1455, 1395, 1408, 1612, 712, 899, 148, 831, 1751, 1421, 1338, 1531, 1477, 75, 1716].
CleanM [1751].
CLEar [1164]. click [35, 692]. clicklogs
[185]. client [1714]. clients [472]. clique
[1757]. cliques [571]. closed [415]. closest
cloud-scale [859]. CloudIA [789].
clouds [789]. CloudVista [736]. Cloudy [478].
Clue [1672]. Clue-based [1672]. cluster
[1292, 503, 208, 1177, 713, 1580, 736].
Clustera [6]. clustered [542]. clustering
[903, 11, 1261, 623, 277, 222, 151, 89, 1641, 276, 1414, 1539, 605, 230]. ClusterJoin
[1097]. clusters [654, 365, 979, 151, 351, 405, 402, 716, 1322, 582].
co [1654, 853, 1249]. co-movement [1654]. co-processing
[853, 1249]. coasting [1721]. CoDA [503].
CODD [1422]. Code [1100]. codes [806].
CDDS [475]. coefficients [49]. CoHadoop
[562]. cohesive [786]. Cohort [1628]. cold
[976, 1538, 1085]. Collaborative
[1399, 1585, 483, 495, 761, 135, 59].
collection [864]. collections
[78, 203, 334, 594, 488, 1260]. collective
[1216, 530]. Cologne [635]. Column
[336, 548, 154, 1565, 1409, 967, 614, 838, 1027, 563, 1546, 952, 742, 475, 648, 1344, 1631, 869, 412]. Column-oriented
[336, 548]. Column-store [154, 742, 1344].
column-stores [614, 838, 563, 1631].
columnar [1189, 1663]. combinations
[1027]. Combining [1179, 1477]. Comdb2
[1567]. Comments [628]. commerce [1655].
commit [834]. commodity [408]. common
[1368, 1554]. commonalities [1544].
communication [1277]. communities
[340]. Community
[169, 1307, 1737, 1696, 128, 1479, 1555, 1687, 1475, 1707, 23, 132, 1264, 1106, 918, 1289].
Community-driven [169].
community-oriented [23, 132].
community-sensed [918]. compact [822].
Compacting [691]. Compaction [1294].
companies [878]. Comparative
[310, 1731, 1509, 1457]. Comparing
[133, 172]. comparison
[153, 1096, 809, 790, 490, 1334, 1669, 701].
comparisons [380]. competition [1457].
competitive [549, 245]. Compilation
[1590, 613, 354, 116, 890]. compiler
[308, 189]. compiling [1346, 559].
complementarity [1457]. Complete
[939, 1688]. completion [1090]. Complex
[751, 399, 9, 1607, 864, 368, 460, 1630, 1362, 1661, 744, 481, 567]. complexity
[668, 827, 836, 1467, 963, 670, 515, 988].
components [1167]. Composable [206].
compose [1202]. composition [70].
Comprehensive [897, 880]. Compressed
[1532, 139, 272, 178, 44]. compressing
[1260]. Compression
Diversification [1255, 841, 127, 1694].

diversity-based [1309]. Divide [1287].
diving [867]. dmapply [1560]. DObjects [124].
DOS [1658]. document [311, 203, 1413, 946, 168, 1300, 164].
DocumentDB [1365]. documents [969, 489, 127, 1359, 523, 487, 40, 492].
Domain [946, 47, 394, 1557, 1658, 1551].
done [1535, 740]. Don’t [708, 1714].
doubling [1667, 1109]. down [985, 248, 1402, 933]. DPSynthesizer [1174].
drill-down [1402]. DrillBeyond [759].
driven [987, 1143, 1534, 1709, 344, 1086, 1707, 1448, 1168, 1617, 1553, 180, 169, 617, 1450, 17, 1171].
drives [446, 596].
dynamics [163, 1697].
earth [767, 589, 1028, 408]. easy [103, 735, 905, 912]. EasyTicket [125]. ECC [1495].
economic [716]. economical [736]. ecosystems [886]. Ed [77]. Ed-Join [77].
Edelweiss [1044]. edge [620, 964, 1497].
Efficiency [953, 233]. Efficient [986, 553, 799, 570, 29, 292, 551, 195, 107, 682, 198, 450, 768, 649, 86, 334, 1710, 812,
efficient
[1495, 938, 970, 1055, 1637, 1682, 1712, 704].
Efficiently [108, 559, 232, 1167, 81, 475, 1339, 1029, 496, 74, 1003].
effort [1661].
Effortless [1666].
EFQ [1415].
Ego [1479].
Ego-net [1479].
eHealth [774].
elastic [851, 1095, 1242, 385].
elasticity [555, 1111].
elephant [386].
elephants [705, 719, 806].
elicitation [1213].
elide [1332].
eliminating [1189].
elimination [1289].
embeddability [974].
embedded [1510].
Embeddizing [393].
Embryo [143].
emerging [1078].
empirical [1505, 1165, 1693].
empty [980].
empty-answer [980].
enable [1120].
enabled [1405, 617].
Enabling [325, 337, 184, 483, 601, 1311, 759, 124, 1315, 1637].
encoded [1123].
encoders [1058].
encoding [1116].
encrypted [929, 803].
End [37, 1496, 338, 1685].
End-to-end [37].
EndoScope [7].
Energy [351, 100, 713, 753].
energy-efficient [713].
engagement [1712].
engine [1299, 823, 752, 675, 8, 944, 1235, 1393, 1586, 521, 1277, 1533, 1570, 129, 111, 54, 125, 1089, 801].
Engineering [1436, 1191, 1169, 1592, 1745, 1188].
engines [1077, 1199, 1296, 1191, 14, 1122, 1353].
enhance [732].
Enhanced [284, 136, 322].
enhancing [1697, 1136, 315].
enough [1476, 1734].
Enriching [1331].
enrichment [1106].
ENS [886].
ensemble [1551].
ensembles [289].
Enterprise [1186, 1404, 921, 82, 1189, 720, 125, 887, 315].
enterprise-wide [315].
enthusiast [1041].
entities [1043, 757, 458].
Entity [873, 770, 566, 457, 78, 1092, 987, 1462, 311, 203, 592, 1484, 1183, 404, 378, 1552, 1606, 310, 383, 1739, 358, 1509, 530, 1550, 1098, 1275, 696, 808, 886].
entity-aware [378].
enumeration [1266, 985, 1305, 1646, 1113].
EnviroMeter [918].
environment [1169, 267, 164].
environments [654, 911, 582, 936].
epiC [1049].
EPPs [1427].
equality [1485].
equivalence [1737].
equivalent [376].
era [1183, 1186, 1190, 1012, 716, 576].
erasure [806].
Errata [1710, 1199, 1275].
erroneous [377].
Error [1416, 1137, 1455, 1521, 1698, 1225, 1755, 725, 810].
Error-bounded [1137].
error-tolerant [1521, 810].
errors [1535, 1720, 252].
eSkylines [929].
essential [979].
estimate [1720, 205, 36].
Estimating [1664, 1649, 224, 1302].
estimation [21, 1635, 604, 225, 541, 702, 1101, 252, 983, 1319, 1352, 1230, 1749, 588].
estimations [1335].
estimators [20].
ETL [916, 735, 1356].
Euclidean [1221].
Evaluating [1382, 358, 276, 133, 1455, 156, 906, 1183, 277, 87].
evaluations [1410].
evaluator [937].
even [386].
Event [509, 1256, 926, 9, 1630, 689, 1105, 1661, 119, 476, 324, 481, 567, 399].
events [654, 1759, 849, 1164].
EvenTweet [926].
evory [896].
everything [565].
evidence [732].
Evita [94].
evolution [891, 266, 63, 522, 330, 73, 887].
evolutionary [885, 222].
evolvable [367].
evolve [489].
evolving [1449, 475, 1542, 457].
Exact [253, 1482, 609, 590, 1705].
exact- [590].
exactly [698].
example [1594, 1033, 1520].
examples [213, 41, 1448, 634].
Excel [1129].
exchange [24, 186, 349, 951, 318].
group-based [1442]. GroupFinder [901].
grouping [804]. groupings [69]. groups
[1442, 751]. Growing [1308]. GS [165].
GS-TMS [165]. gSketch [588]. gStore
[554]. guarantee [688, 1220]. guaranteed
[1564]. guaranteeing [259]. guarantees
[60, 182, 681, 1265, 183, 1203]. guarded
[683]. Guided [60, 182, 681, 1265, 183, 1203].
Guarded [140]. Guarnieri [1714].
Guaranteed [78, 459, 134, 325, 109].
hysical [1736, 1728, 1120, 1554]. HoloClean
[1728]. homogeneous [1478]. homomorphism
[443]. Hone [933]. Hop [1109, 453].
horizontal [388]. Horton [993]. hostage
[1714]. hosted [104]. hosting [800]. HPC
[1703]. hStorage [662]. hStorage-DB [662].
HTML [1359]. HubPR [1645]. hubs
[1322]. Hum [747]. Hum-a-song [747].
Human [1615, 573, 535, 1216, 1215].
Human-assisted [535]. Human-powered
[573]. humming [747]. Hunting [99].
Husky [1487]. HV [375]. HV-tree [375].
Hybrid [1565, 1050, 824, 247, 1662, 944, 691, 521, 662, 722, 701].
hybrid-store [722].
HyPE [944]. Hyper [537]. Hyper-local
[537]. hypergraph [1747]. hypergraphs
[985]. hyperlinks [1003]. hypotheses
[1088]. HYRISE [521].
I/O [1622, 862, 771, 1495, 636]. I2RS [1391].
iAVATAR [497]. iBench [1461]. Ibex
[1089]. IBM [316, 882, 1564]. IBminer
[927]. iCBS [561]. IDE [1407]. ideas [1618].
identification [620, 18, 12, 1218].
Identifying [92, 437, 372, 654, 76, 496].
identity [687]. iFlow [484]. iGraph [380].
IL-Miner [1630]. image
[1391, 1250, 1731, 925, 1387, 497, 701].
imaging [338]. immutable [785]. impact
[366, 1556, 252, 1189]. implementation
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Implementing [162, 549]. implications
isolation [1087, 1005, 209, 259, 731].
isomorphism [1327, 790, 1273, 1638, 32].
issues [881, 979]. item [1609]. items [152, 1652, 1243]. itemset [684, 267, 781].
itemsets [821, 1243, 710]. iterated [990].
iterative [356, 190, 678, 1448, 925, 1022, 973, 1001, 1329]. iTuned [274]. I’ve [1734].

joining [1337, 1715]. Joins [1710, 1123, 661, 1009, 1251, 779, 1741, 37, 1513, 1482, 1039, 420, 853, 1276, 1056, 1441, 1350, 503, 657, 1677, 1492, 573, 631, 1097, 1229, 745, 990, 1318, 1133, 1037, 448, 77].
Just-in-time [500, 890].

Keeping [888, 612]. key [1294, 1129, 465, 950, 192, 1756, 100, 1653, 412, 1326].
key-value [1294, 465, 950, 1756, 1653, 1326].
KNN [90, 1002, 664, 265, 84]. Knowledge [1644, 1302, 1743, 1184, 1343, 872, 1408, 1675, 967, 1080, 613, 1498, 1218, 927, 1379, 488, 309, 1605, 1333, 1400, 772, 1591, 1202, 1658, 1522, 1576]. Knowledge-based [1302].
Kodiak [1558]. Kosmix [298]. KV [1326].

Language [115, 1343, 18, 1595, 1676, 1751, 1077, 1199, 1227, 946, 1553, 992, 1156]. language-independent [1156].
Large-scale [1607, 1245, 530, 1128, 135, 1573, 1050, 1135, 37, 1261, 1532, 1654, 1562, 1401, 301, 830, 1726, 1451, 1381, 992, 1322, 1165, 1139, 1145, 1746]. lasso [1647].
LevelGraph [1578]. levels [238].
Leveraging [1705, 1489, 1310, 1228, 1529, 1508, 1558, 1379, 1648, 1715]. LFTF [1690].
778, 1680, 813, 12, 1456, 910, 968, 1220, 1475, 1109, 1453, 222, 1034, 1264, 1713, 756, 453, 1279, 544, 1542, 472, 518, 1471, 271, 325, 1727, 1059, 605, 257, 640, 1307, 1633, 606, 184, 1269, 524, 1682, 1712, 370, 1310, neural [1761], news [1406, 932, 811].
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processor [1255, 922, 1236]. processors [400, 539, 1276, 201, 912]. product [1476, 982, 1451]. productive [1325].


programming [1044, 1375, 709, 812, 1520, 1238]. programs [1340, 545, 1528]. progress [190, 604].


PROPOLIS [920]. protect [393]. protected [557]. protecting [1084].

protection [1214, 894, 524]. protein [142].

protocol [406, 1714]. prototype [895].


pubLisher [99]. Publishing [688, 268, 70, 461, 236]. PULs [969].

purchase [652]. purpose [1499].
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Real-time [1125, 1371, 1313, 1695, 620, 1596, 1369, 1115, 1220, 301, 1406, 176, 1559, 1156, 1568, 1540, 1740, 1599, 481, 1142, 1164, 1194].


Reducing [1121, 842, 406, 1246, 381, 753, 1494]. reduction [92, 1495]. redundancy [391].
scientific
[1393, 1088, 916, 5, 293, 1731, 919, 850, 1104].
secondary [1570]. SECONDO [765].
security-aware [1119]. SEDA [118].
SeeDB [1029, 1150, 1450]. seeds [1308].
seeking [499]. seen [1734]. Segment [211].
Segment-based [211]. segmentation [845].
selecting [782, 1364]. selection
[1582, 697, 580, 20, 921, 418, 808, 1219].
Selective [1340]. Selectivity [1230, 20].
self [1518, 1467, 287, 716, 1512, 428].
self-describing [287]. self-expanding [716].
self-join [1518]. self-join-free [1467].
self-linking [716]. self-organizing [716].
self-tuning [1512, 428]. SEMA [1337].
semantics [233, 360, 505, 558]. Semi
[612, 936, 1607, 1513, 1508, 829, 1520, 1396]. Semi-automatic [612]. Semi-lazy [936].
1736, 479, 48, 25, 997, 1425, 484, 165, 911, 176, 989, 913, 150, 1122, 931, 1233, 174, 463].
stream-based [165]. Streaming
[1518, 828, 1468, 815, 994, 454, 620, 610, 1667, 1163, 1670, 574, 462, 26, 113, 742, 1446, 941, 177, 1664, 1230, 243, 582].
StreamInsight [479]. Streams
StreamTX [26]. strength [605].
strength-aware [605]. strike [985]. String
[1056, 213, 334, 634, 1520, 1260, 448].
strings [576, 1381]. strong [1214, 395].
Structural [568, 15, 149, 689, 12, 968, 829, 915, 142, 493, 1396, 230]. structural/
attribute [230]. structure [200, 41, 924, 426, 979, 1066, 1359, 611, 700, 452, 1016].
structure-based [452]. Structured [1433, 196, 491, 1103, 1607, 629, 829, 490, 122, 328, 44, 1318, 228, 1243, 656, 40, 1048, 1396, 633].
structureless [1051]. structures
[1263, 1330, 15, 821, 1094]. Stubby [672].
studies [1165]. STUDIO [923]. study [727, 1004, 1697, 382, 1350, 821, 1286, 1307, 1117].
Studying [159]. style [601, 728, 54]. sub
[1637]. sub-datasets [1637]. subgraph
[620, 610, 1047, 1355, 1327, 1305, 1646, 790, 1744, 1273, 1638, 32, 638, 40, 639, 445, 554].
subgraphs [1573, 1449, 1636, 786]. subject
[1352]. subquery [284]. subscribe [811].
subscriber [1134]. subsequence [747, 704].
subsequences [1643]. subspace
[151, 785, 276]. substring [793]. substrings
[660]. subsystem [852]. success [587].
success-tolerant [587]. suffix [576].
suggestion [8, 1479, 1405]. suite [880, 502].
sum [663]. summaries [232, 1427, 591, 149].
Summarization
[582, 1424, 206, 1725, 1387]. Summarizing
[981, 223]. summary [1755]. Summingbird
[1131]. Supercharging [652]. supergraph
[848]. Supervised [1212, 1520]. Support
[1041, 105, 454, 37, 522, 1470, 1406, 1563, 945, 925, 1379, 1734, 154, 1450, 385, 1089, 1141, 936]. Supporting
[964, 982, 1321, 818, 1168, 1095, 751].
surface [84, 1694, 263]. surfing [317].
surgery [1590]. surprising [1301].
Surrogate [557]. survey [776]. swans [154].
swap [1332]. Swarm [405]. sweep [1741].
SWORS [743]. SXPath [523]. symmetric
[1004]. synopses [776]. syntactic [1520].
syntactically [682]. synthesis
[872, 1668, 1320]. synthesizer [1174].
Synthesizing [547]. synthetically [1624].
Synthesising [969]. System
system-generated [1472]. SystemML
[1050, 1571]. Systems [147, 1182, 336, 1435, 661, 133, 22, 1237, 504, 1611, 360, 1500, 467, 1753, 37, 727, 1427, 774, 1368, 1096, 1303, 914, 1079, 1320, 1254, 652, 1430, 208, 1552, 1606, 1111, 933, 1613, 25, 1223, 824, 1245, 1201, 1530, 662, 1731, 1619, 1041, 511, 1726, 579, 1189, 791, 1073, 1052, 1095, 150, 1258, 1242, 228, 346, 701, 1082, 1660].
table [1368, 194, 1337, 979, 648, 202, 1202].
tableaux [33, 505]. tables [45, 1644, 967, 291, 260, 1337, 1754, 458, 1580, 558, 1715].
tabular [814]. tag [1648]. tagged [798].
Tagging [176, 495, 873, 59]. tags [703, 497].
tail [1257, 1743, 647]. Take [1348]. tale
[340, 1619]. Taming [1327, 32], tapping
[1216]. targeted [491, 1313]. targeting
[306]. TARGIT [502]. task
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